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Dear Parents /Caregivers
Welcome to Term 2! I hope everyone had a wonderful Easter!
This term homework will remain the same. It will be sent out on
Monday and returned on Friday, with the spelling test on Friday as
well.
This term we will be having Drama on a Monday, Music and
Japanese on a Thursday, and Library and Physical Education on
a Friday.
We have NAPLAN in Week 4 of this term. There will be no
homework in Week 4. We will be familiarising students with the
online platform and how to navigate through the various tools that
are available for use. These tests are based on one particular point
in time and students are encouraged to just do their best.
In Term 2 we will be learning about the following topics:
English: Students will be reading a text and completing a
comprehension assessment which will include literal and
inferential question. Students will examine the visual features and
how they work together with language features to build a specific
mood. They will complete a writing task about overcoming a fear.
Maths: Students will recall addition and subtraction number facts
including rainbow facts, doubles and near doubles. They will use
part-part-whole models to explore addition and subtraction facts
and word problems.
Students will investigate positions on grid maps and find paths
from one location to another.
Science: We will be exploring how day and night occur, how
sunrise and sunset occur and also how we get shadows. Students
will learn about Earth’s rotation and revolution.
HASS: We will be learning about ANZAC Day commemorations
and how different groups commemorate it.
Digital Technology: Students will learn how to create a quiz using
coding software, specifically Scratch.

REMINDERS
Brain Break
Students may bring a healthy
snack every day for brain break
at 10am. Fruit and vegetables
are accepted.

NO HAT NO PLAY
Students are required to bring
their school hat every day.

Drink Bottles
Drink bottles are essential every
day of the school year. Students
are allowed to leave them in the
classroom for easy access.

Bells
Children are to be lined up when
the first bell goes at 8:45am.
Parents are to wait in the eating
area for collection at the end of
the day.

Jumpers
Please ensure all jumpers and
jackets are clearly named to
avoid confusion about ownership
and so they may be returned if
misplaced or left in the
classroom.
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I am looking forward to another wonderful term!
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to email me on sxvir0@eq.edu.au, organise a
meeting in person, or send a written note with your child.

Yours sincerely

Sarah Virtue
Class Teacher

Tracey Douglas
Principal

